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A Scratch On The Wall





Really the writer doesn’t want success. . . . He knows he has

a short span of life, that the day will come when he must pass

through the wall of oblivion, and he wants to leave a scratch

on that wall . . .  that somebody a hundred, or a thousand  

years later will see.
    

    William Faulkner
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The fires no other can,
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one that got away
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mid-tantrum, a boy screaming

his folks are aliens

at Wal-Mart . . .

mid-tantrum, a Mom convinced
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tourists in London

asking if Brits celebrate
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with her new spouse

still referring to her first
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tenth birthday . . . a girl
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with a Southern drawl

twelfth birthday . . . a boy

deciding to speak henceforth

like Joe Pesci
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two profs debating
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realizing

too late his bigoted Dad

was an idiot

explaining to Gramps

why she named her hamster

Fido

informing

her child, a cancer patient,

how awful she looks

April Fool’s Day . . .

Braves batter knocking himself

unconscious
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the dour rabbi

attending the Wiccan wedding

of his grandson

lifelong New Yorkers

christening their newborn son

Beauregard

under oath

the defendant asserting

I think I don’t know

her Dad equating

taking anti-depressants

with cowardice

Cousin Marvin

sporting his reindeer sweater

on Bastille Day
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a boy pondering

how many consumed fireflies

would cause him to glow

explaining

to her Nana the meaning

of au naturel

the eighty year-old

still calling his big sis

Boom-Bah

the ninety year-old

still calling her little bro

Mo’ Seltzer

in group therapy 

the new patient admitting

to bathroom stage fright
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Shakespeare in the Park . . .

King Lear battling an army

of mosquitoes

Grandpa responding

to Smile, Jesus loves you!

with Oy Gevalt

Grandma responding

to Smile, Jesus loves you!

with We’ve never met

retiring prof

gently informing the dean

he’s ruining the school

husband and wife,

over sundaes at Friendly’s,

discussing divorce





It is his [the poet’s, the writer’s] privilege to help man endure 

by lifting his heart, by reminding him of the courage and honor 

and hope and pride and compassion and pity and sacrifice 

which have been the glory of his past. The poet’s voice need not 

merely be the record of man, it can be one of the props, the pillars

to help him endure and prevail.

    

    William Faulkner
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in Dad’s passport
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a man eating Trix in milk

out of a baggy

wedding chapel . . .

Gramps noting far too loudly

the bride looks pregnant

complimenting 

his wife of thirty years:
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a teen’s parents

giving thanks that their child

stinks at lying
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explaining why he prefers

slaps over time-outs

tourists shrieking

with delight upon seeing

a Starbucks drive-thru

the old priest noting

baseball’s place in the bible . . .

In the big inning

convincing

her bruised younger brother

he has gangrene

the Jewish teen

enraged he was circumcised
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Guido Amigone
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starting construction

of the Healthy Heart Clinic

across from Denny’s
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mistaking the matzo
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bedtime . . .  a boy prays

for all Holocaust survivors

sweet dreams



54 Robert H. Deluty

at commencement . . .

professors denied tenure

mooning the provost

calling his wife

Cleopatra: She’s the queen

of denial

old gourmet

terrified he’s losing

his sense of smell

watching

the hurricane strip the bark

from their beloved tree

in art class

purposely mispronouncing

fuchsia



55A Scratch On The Wall

Scranton prostitute

relocating her business

to Johnstown

claiming his mutt

is half wiener dog and half

something fluffy

Grandma wondering

at what point her hair started

resembling Bozo’s

struggling to tell

their demented father

he must stop driving

a Yeshiva boy

asking if he can stand outside

Arby’s and sniff



56 Robert H. Deluty

Bellevue inpatient

using the shrink’s coffee mug

to catch his drool

her boyfriend

reacting to I love you

as if stabbed

Fleming Burns III

deciding to go with Buck

rather than Flem

paraplegic girl

hoping to do cartwheels

in her twenties

quadriplegic man

hoping to do somersaults

in the hereafter



57A Scratch On The Wall

deciding 

to have their roofing done

by Fiddler & Sons

post-sneeze . . .

a stranger says God bless you,

her husband does not

during the I do’s

each of six bridesmaids

wishing it were she

the fifth grader

educating his teacher:

Good is boring

on Muscle Beach

an old man showing off

yo-yo tricks



58 Robert H. Deluty

the teenaged son

of two shysters rebelling

as an Eagle Scout

behind closed doors

the Princeton president

slurping Froot Loops

midnight ~ fleeing cops

in a black Vette doing ninety,

the headlights off

a boy informing

his younger cousin why

shame tops guilt

famed poet’s grandchild

asking him to write novels

about vampires



59A Scratch On The Wall

informing her spouse

a Francophile likes the French,

not guys named Frank

Mom and Pop

referring to their in-laws

as the hemorrhoids

at IHOP, two thugs

sharing their innovations

in racketeering

Aunt Belle consenting

to ride the roller coaster

if drugged, blindfolded

his wife dreaming

of three walk-in closets

just for her shoes



60 Robert H. Deluty

a seven year-old

placing syrupy pancakes

inside his bagel

Grandpa regarding

the clock in his cell phone

as a pocket watch

offering high praise

to her youngest child: You’re not

a complete loser

meeting his date’s folks . . .

each parent and sib lacking

a full set of teeth

elderly patron

requesting that the waitress

call him Darling



61A Scratch On The Wall

asking the dean

why she keeps in her desk drawer

a hacksaw

Houston, mid-July . . .

a fireman wishing he worked

in the Yukon

while he snores

three grandchildren studying

the elder’s nose hairs

irked at his son,

the salutatorian,

for falling short

the retired elder

getting vanity plates

proclaiming CHILL



62 Robert H. Deluty

Genius, Ignorance

The children of a

Buchenwald survivor

Wishing they could

Ride in a Ford;

Look at a Renoir, a Degas;

Listen to Chopin, Tchaikovsky, 

Wagner, Strauss, Theodorakis; and

Read Chaucer, Marlowe, Voltaire,

Kant, Gogol, Dostoevsky, Dreiser,

Pound, Eliot, Dahl, Hemingway

Without thinking

Anti-Semite bastard



63A Scratch On The Wall

after their session,

hoping that her therapist

got something from it

detailing

to his grandchild the nature

of five-and-dime stores

detailing

to her grandchild the nature

of automats

Thanksgiving dinner . . .

three uncles unbuckling belts

in unison

his pregnant wife

expressing a craving

for a new Porsche



64 Robert H. Deluty

pet shop . . . a child

asking if tropical fish

eat tropical fruit

his biographer

finding the dictator’s laugh

enchanting

discussing

should they tell their father

Mom remarried last year

four Nobelists

at the kitchen table

playing pinochle

their CPA

sporting sandals to show off

his tattooed toes



65A Scratch On The Wall

describing

their autistic grandson

as quirky

high school junior

claiming her boyfriend’s so deep

it’s terrifying

the poodle puppy

with an ear-shattering bark

scaring two muggers

ruining

his evening by saying

I need you

a three-year-old girl

misunderstanding the name

Catskill, New York



66 Robert H. Deluty

on a StairMaster,

his wife sporting a full face

of makeup

mid-winter . . .

depressed Finns wishing they lived

at the Equator

little league game:

the bored right fielder catching

a fly . . . with wings

dropping

Intro French upon learning

oui is pronounced we

dropping 

Intro Psych upon learning

no movies are shown



67A Scratch On The Wall

Granddad praying

a stroke will kill him before

dementia kicks in

her spouse noting

his driving is assertive,

not aggressive

the laughing, belching

from their son’s bedroom causing

a pre-dawn wake-up

worried

her deadliness with house plants

will extend to kids

a novelist

claiming his work is too good

to be published



68 Robert H. Deluty

Buford, Wyoming . . .

the new green-and-white sign

announcing POP 1

the four year-old

asking Grandma if he can

snip off her mole

end of the meeting . . .

eleven Board members

sucking lollipops

the linguist’s mother

urging him to say break wind

in lieu of fart

Jill White, longing

for an exotic married name,

weds Paul Brown



69A Scratch On The Wall

on a cruise . . .

two seasick women’s heads

in recycle bins

their son inquiring

if any faiths prohibit

eating porcupine

Type A parents

raising lazy, carefree slobs

they rate Type F

praying

that the morning newspapers

won’t mention crime, death

the addict claiming

lying is just a symptom

of his illness



70 Robert H. Deluty

Great-Gramps entering

minute number twenty-nine

eating his oatmeal

on his mortarboard

the Brandeis grad printing

HIRE ME

on her mortarboard

the Swarthmore grad printing

CAN I STAY?

a five year-old

telling doctors she forgives

the shark that bit her

the obese woman

noting that her surgery

is barometric



71A Scratch On The Wall

commending

his spouse on her ability

to look busy

commending

her spouse on his ability

to feign interest

two young brothers

inquiring of their father

if he had sex twice

the driver bragging

about the great gas mileage

of his new hearse

fearing

her husband’s chill, sighs, weight loss

signify cheating



72 Robert H. Deluty

the priest convincing

two nuns his seeing-eye dog

has a soul

preventing murder . . .

a girl carrying outdoors

an ant from Dad’s den

noise-sensitive teen

demanding that her boyfriend

chew softer food

depressed twelfth grader

rejecting schools whose colors

include gray or black

superstitious dean

spurning Randolph-Macon:

thirteen letters



73A Scratch On The Wall

the polyglot

wishing his Irish setter

used idioms

handing his girlfriend

a list of seven pet names

he can tolerate

Rorschach Card II . . .

her ten-year-old patient

seeing my Mom’s guts

Hawaiian pilot

describing the Atlantic 

as puny

writhing through a dream

of his two pregnant daughters

having stillbirths



74 Robert H. Deluty

three-legged tortoise

trying out for the first time

its prosthetic wheel

watching Top Gun,

two Quaker teens discuss

joining the Navy

death-row convict

requesting for his last meal

a fluffernutter

her brother-in-law

carving into an oak tree

Bob loves Buddhism

100-year-old man

attending yet another

doctor’s funeral



75A Scratch On The Wall

the lonely farmer

regarding chicken pecks

as turn-ons

Aunt Fay’s apartment . . .

for every hardback book,

forty tsotchkes

his wife pronouncing 

Penelope as if it rhymed

with teen dope

telling the judge

he’s not guilty of road rage,

just idiocy

sixth grade writer

beginning his latest poem

with However



76 Robert H. Deluty

informing her child

he is not nearsighted,

just shortsighted

an Italian cop

confessing his lifelong love

of Mob movies

Saudi scholar

choosing for his password

OpenSesame

telling Mom and Dad

she has decided to wed

the guy stalking her

faculty meeting . . .

the elderly professor

bringing a pillow



77A Scratch On The Wall

an Iraq War vet,

missing three limbs, hobbling

to the liquor store

a fourth grader

claiming the school spelling bee

was fixed

twenty years later,

still seeking a compliment

from her thesis chair

Max Goldberg

opening the dojo

Jew-Jitsu

belittling

his Yale colleague for sharing

a Nobel Prize



78 Robert H. Deluty

post baby shower . . .

her spouse experiencing

PTSD

in Baton Rouge

a dwarf praying the Saints

destroy the Giants

obsessive umpire

unable to stop himself

from sweeping home

Halloween eve . . .

getting mugged buying candy

for trick-or-treaters

their Mom wishing

for an expiration date

on parenthood



79A Scratch On The Wall

the renowned scholar

widely recognized at Yale

for his bad toupee 

Independence Day . . .

Army captain’s teen sporting

green, black, and yellow

vegans’ dining room . . .

the schnauzer requesting

no table scraps

on her deathbed

the lifelong atheist

reconsidering

Uncle Abe claiming

Aunt Ida’s silent treatment

is no punishment
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